Dear Editor, Frailty syndrome is "a clinical state in which there is an increase in an individual's vulnerability for developing dependency and/or mortality when exposed to a stressor". [1] It is one of the main reasons for morbidity and premature mortality in older adults, and there is not a clear consensus on its definition. [2] The prevalence of frailty and prefrailty states varies from 4.9% to 27.3% and from 34.6% to 50.9%, respectively, in representative samples of community-dwelling adults aged 65 years and older. [3] Frailty screening is required to limit its important impact on public health burden. [4] Nowadays, there are a high number of frailty measurements considering different operational definitions. [2] One of these instruments is the Kihon Checklist (KCL), recently validated and widely used in Japan. [5, 6] An English translation of the KCL was published with the aim of being used for no Japanese speakers involved in older adults care. [7] This English translation has 25 yes/no questions, with items divided into seven categories: activities of daily living, physical strength, nutritional status, oral function, isolation, memory and mood. Scores range from 0 (no frailty) to 25 (high frailty), and individuals scoring more than 9 points in the lifestyle domain are considered frail. [5, 8] Scoring in the different domains of this screening test also identifies lower functions, such as lower physical strength (three points or more), lower nutritional (two points)/oral status (two points or more), lower cognitive function (one or more points), houseboundness (negative answer on question 16) and depression risk (two points or more). [5, 8] The KCL has also been validated to the Brazilian Portuguese language. [8] In 2015, the Spanish-speaking population represented 6.7% of the world's population (approximately 470 million people), with an expected percentage of 7.5% by 2030, [9] with more than 46 million in Spain. The Spanish older population is growing enormously. By 2050, 37% of Spain's population will be aged 65 years or older. [10] Aging increases the frequency of aging-associated diseases that often manifest in frailty, [2] and screening validated tests are required to allow geriatricians and gerontologists to identify frail and prefrail older adults. [1] Considering this approach, the aim of the present study was to provide an official Spanish translation of the KCL to assess frailty in Spanish speakers.
The Spanish translation was made following a forward-backward translation sequence from the KCL English version. A committee of 12 health professionals with experience in gerontological assessment and older adults care that did not have previous knowledge of the KCL were involved in the translation procedure. They were divided into two groups. Each native Spanish-speaking researcher of the first group translated the KCL into Spanish, and after this, a gerontology expert considered all the contributions and edited the final version. A focus group including the researchers involved in the first phase of the translation was carried out, and they reviewed and discussed the preliminary Spanish version for ensuring accuracy and comprehensibility among older adults. Next, each researcher of the second group of the committee made a back-translation from this preliminary Spanish version into English, and all the backtranslations were edited to an only English translated version by a gerontologist who was blind to the research procedure. A second focus group reviewed and discussed this back-translated version, which was compared with the original English version and semantic equivalence was found. [7] Lastly, the authors used a machine translation interface to directly translate the original Japanese version of the KCL (http://www.mhlw.go.jp/topics/2009/05/dl/tp0501-1c_0001.pdf) into Spanish. The committee compared their Spanish translation with the machine-translation version, finding relevant similarities among the main terms of the KCL, and confirming the adequacy of the terms used in the translation.
Finally, we approved the final KCL Spanish translation (KCL-ES; Table 1 ). KCL-ES will allow frailty assessment of Spanish-speaking older adults, considering the recommendation that older adults aged 70 years and older, and all those with significant weight loss (≥5%) as a result of chronic illness should be screened for frailty by healthcare providers. [1] The use of this translated screening tool is recommended for future research to offer a cross-cultural validation and reliability of its use in Spanishspeakers. In future studies, it would also be interesting to compare the frailty prevalence identified by the KCL-ES with that found by other frailty indexes. 
